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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 

  
 
Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

  
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 
 
Ran Out of Memory in Win 10 Moved huge index to its own file. This index is 650
pages long and from 1 Jan 18 to 17 June 2018 1,001 Invention Projects Novel is
here for you to write grin. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “This is a typical on the road driving situation,” 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, "A Renewed View of Some of the World’s Oldest
Trees" By THOMAS FULLER and MAX WHITTAKER It's nice of the NY Times to
ponder 'old trees' but in our times of Star Wars and War's on Earth paid for by
Saudi Prince Salman the NY Times Renewed View of the 'Oldest Star's' in the
Universe along with 12 trillion galaxies. 2 billion dead when the USS Jimmy Carter
fires 100 Nukes is growing faster than the old trees! PARIS — A hat attributed to
Napoleon Bonaparte and said to have been dropped on the battlefield at Waterloo
203 years ago was bought on Monday for over $400,000. In 200 years the
Pentagon needs to be 200 light years from Earth in a Star Ship, they the West
Point Generals are not thinking about this. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Athens Driving the 1980 - 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's and spin off inventions that lead to the Gravity Engine being

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1Jan18to17June18OutOfMemory.html
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invented in Athens. Lost to the history of Athens. "Athens, Rising The city has
endured crisis and chaos, and yet is now emerging from the wreckage as one of
Europe’s most vibrant and significant cultural capitals." By CHARLY WILDER 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Space Force' warfighting in space like the Air Force but NASA fighter Jets in
Orbit and beyond the Moon and nearby Stars. Pentagon Suspends Major War Game
With South Korea. As of Monday, the Pentagon still did not have an answer to Mr.
Trump’s other big complaint: the cost of the war games. Officials said that was
still under review. Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks is NOT under review at the
Pentagon! Matter of Facts by West Point Generals who couldn't get into Yale Key
West Medical School many because they didn't want to be a MD. Saudi Oil will last
for centuries not West Point as there will be a Star Wars episode with West Point
Medical School. 
 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph,Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks.' 

  
 

 
 

 
 
...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. 
 
 

 
 

 
...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
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for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. 
 
 
6-19-2018 Alpha Centauri A and B, appear to be 2 of her house cats... 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
Fathers Day picture of my cat 'Skinny' I just moved her from Margaret after the
home owner went to get his gun to stop me from feeding her, feed her for 5 years
every night with her 5 kitty friends on Margaret Street until Lopez city code
stopped me. She didn't have good luck in her move as she almost lost a eye in a
swat tore off her eye lid then blood from a shoulder swat now a hard lump on her
cheek, abscess that burst turned into a blood mess on Fathers Day. Tried to catch
her last night to get her to the vet but she wouldn't go for it. Fun cat as she was
a Meow Cat would pace up and down the sidewalk Meowing. Clipped her nails and
pulled out 2 ingrown nails she just lay in my arms watching us. So hope she realizes
she needs help. 
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Fathers Day picture of my cat 'Skinny' I just moved her from Margaret after the
home owner went to get his gun to stop me from feeding her, feed her for 5 years
every night with her 5 kitty friends on Margaret Street until Lopez city code
stopped me. She didn't have good luck in her move as she almost lost a eye in a
swat tore off her eye lid then blood from a shoulder swat now a hard lump on her
cheek at turned into a blood mess on Fathers Day. Tried to catch her last night to
get her to the vet but she wouldn't go for it. 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed Chase to get Skinny the cat and Greg a home as we are
both homeless in Key West. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" Key West Quality of
life today with Hemingway’s House writing Class with iMac's at $13,384. 
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6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Space Force' warfighting in space like the Air Force but NASA fighter Jets in
Orbit and beyond the Moon and nearby Stars. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Athens Driving the 1980 - 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's and spin off inventions that lead to the Gravity Engine being
invented in Athens. Lost to the history of Athens. "Athens, Rising The city has
endured crisis and chaos, and yet is now emerging from the wreckage as one of
Europe’s most vibrant and significant cultural capitals." By CHARLY WILDER 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Coors, As Trade Fight Escalates, Beer Makers
Fret Over the Cost of Aluminum" not Breast Cancer and birth defects. West Point
Medical School and Generals who are MD's would have declared war on Coors and
won from the dead wife's and kids of the Generals. Today Biden who is not a
General but is influenced by them killed his son for the Glory of War not West
Point Medical School Generals combat. By Matt Phillips NY Times. "It Was
Supposed to Be an Unbiased Study of Drinking. They Wanted to Call It ‘Cheers.’
Buried in a new N.I.H. report are disturbing examples of coordination between
scientists and the alcohol industry on a study that could have changed America’s
drinking habits, and birth defects from alcohol censored out of this article by 2
white men at 1984 HQ." By RONI CARYN RABIN 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Yale Medical School Professors would fail these
Yale CEO's for killer diagnosis. "Yale C.E.O.s Think the Kim Meeting Was a Bad
Deal for Trump" A survey at the Yale C.E.O. Summit showed what many corporate
chieftains took away from the Trump-Kim talks, the AT&T ruling, and more. Yale
Medical School Professors set out to diagnose and cure this Yale Men who are
responsible for Breast Cancer not Cured today. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Yale Men - African Men... “African men who
treat their women like donkeys, letting them walk three-quarters of a mile with 40
pounds of water on their heads while they sit under the trees playing dominoes and
getting drunk.” Dr. Ruiz-Tiben - becoming the chief strategist in the war against
the Guinea worm run by the Carter Center, the global health philanthropy
established in Atlanta by former President Jimmy Carter. At the same time, he
has plenty of patience for the worm’s victims. He holds trembling children who fear
they are in trouble as he asks, through a translator, how they were infected with
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a worm. He pats dogs that have been held down so worms can be drawn from their
paws. Dr. Ruiz-Tiben grew up in Ponce, Puerto Rico, sailing small boats. He
describes himself as something of a juvenile delinquent. Hitting neighbors’ electrical
transformers with a slingshot “is what got me sent to military school.” In 1965, he
got into parasitology “by serendipity” — also, he wanted to avoid going to Vietnam.
He enlisted in the United States Public Health Service and was attached to a
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention laboratory in San Juan. He met his wife
there; in Puerto Rico, nature abhors a bachelor. “The married ladies at the lab
made me their project,” he said. “They invited me to go bowling, and that’s how we
met.” They are about to celebrate their 50th anniversary. He started off fighting
schistosomiasis, a worm disease also known as bilharzia that is transmitted by
water snails. He later switched to dengue, the mosquito-borne virus that causes
“breakbone fever.” Dr. Ruiz-Tiben has never had malaria. (His breakfast ritual is:
“Everyone take their malaria pill?”) But he has been hospitalized with amebiasis. He
has never been taken hostage or held at gunpoint. The center’s local teams keep
their ears to the ground, and the anti-worm program is popular. But there have
been some close calls on rutted highways with trucks and drunken drivers. His most
dramatic moment, he said, was in a city in Ghana to which President Carter and his
wife and center board members had come for a ceremony with Ghana’s health
minister. Suddenly, about 400 locals with worms erupting from their bodies arrived
seeking help. 

  
 
 
400 women with breast cancer visit Jimmy Carter, Greg will arrange this trip when
freed as POW in Key West. 

  
 
 
400 locals with worms erupting from their bodies arrived seeking help... 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
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6-19-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Cont.... below. 
 
 

 
 

 
Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" Key West Quality of
life today with Hemingway’s House writing Class with iMac's at $13,384. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
"Does Facebook Just Harbor Extremists? Or Does It Create Them? Facebook's 2
White Men Created 'Qatar' as the Richest City in the World in Times of the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's! 

  
 
 
French women scream at the Islamic Men God is Great not Allah as they drive by
them in their 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
YouTube Videos you have to click on Uploads too view all 10 years of Greg's videos
the > only shows you several not all... 
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Link to Greg's Key West Videos on YouTube 
  

 
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Biography. 1,001 IP invention projects will give us "Star Wars Rx Pink Latte" from
Dr. Lisa MD. When you walk into your London Starbucks. 1,001 Nobel's in
Medicine a Year in 2018 starts with reading Greg WindCar's Amazon Book!! 

  
 
YouTube Videos you have to click on Uploads too view all 10 years of Greg's videos
the > only shows you several not all... 

  
 
 
 
Link to Greg's Key West Videos on YouTube 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
 
 
 
 
 
Jew Hero driving could really convert half of Pakistan to Judaism! Driving the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR + RV with 24/7 A/C into 'Oil Burning' scooters, Ha! Selling point
is yes you can sleep in your car with the A/C running 24/7. God is Great! 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCim576gog0Y4B2vy9YmjX4Q
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCim576gog0Y4B2vy9YmjX4Q
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the
next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent The Alien Wedding to Observe
Technology. Jewish Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Biography. 1,001 IP invention projects will give us "Star Wars Rx Pink Latte" from
Dr. Lisa MD. When you walk into your London Starbucks. 1,001 Nobel's in
Medicine a Year in 2018 starts with reading Greg WindCar's Amazon Book!! 

  
 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Space Force' warfighting in space like the Air Force but NASA fighter Jets in
Orbit and beyond the Moon and nearby Stars. President Donald Trump announced
Monday he is directing the Pentagon to create a new "Space Force" as an
independent military service branch aimed at ensuring American supremacy in space
— though he may have limited power to develop a new military command. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks.' 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph,Pink Hat $400,000. 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, PARIS — A hat attributed to Napoleon
Bonaparte and said to have been dropped on the battlefield at Waterloo 203 years
ago was bought on Monday for over $400,000. It was another sign, if one were
needed, that the French emperor continues to fascinate collectors and curators
across the globe. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Revenge of Women who's Mom's, sister's, were

http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
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tortured by McCain. He pointed out that the auction house had scheduled the sale
on the 203 rd anniversary of the battle of Waterloo and joked that a high selling
price was a form of revenge for France. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 'InventFord' Created along with InventBook and
the Novel '1,001 Invention Projects' Army a million Strong. Key West Strong.
Changed to Inventions! A millon Hemingway House Writing Class Novels with the
same title, '1,001 Invention Projects' will go viral on CBS Nightly News at the
ending story. 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 "Tariffs on $50 Billion in Goods? China Can Take the Hit" Mao driving
100 mph making China the richest 'City' not Qatar. Not today Xi hit and run,
driving on the sidewalk running down Chinese like Paris. $50 Trillion Hit on Blind
Chinese, who would be seeing the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's. How Apple’s Tim Cook
Became Tech’s Top Diplomat in China making the Apple Products not selling them as
Starbucks China Cafe has no iMac's at $13,384. None, Tim Cook didn't sell a
single iMac to Starbucks in China!! The Starbucks Buckwheat Pancake Robot will be
made in China. Will it be a Apple Product? 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; New York Today: Corruption and a ban on
Styrofoam spin off inventions from Father's Day 2018 all Father's in the USA
wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention
Projects." All Fathers from New Hampshire to Key West have a invention work
shop in the garage, now it moved to the Hemingway House Writing Class with
iPhone's and iMac's, soon InventBook will bankrupt Facebook's 2 White Men at
1984 HQ, grin. 1,001 Invention Projects will go viral on CBS Nightly News at the
ending story. 

 
 

Gunmen who opened fire early Sunday morning Fathers Day at the Art All Night
festival in Trenton, the authorities said. City of Key West Authorities said No to
keeping open the Hemingway House all night. Lasik eye surgery in Garden City,
N.Y. The 15-minute procedure was performed 700,000 times last year and not one
Novel was written about Lasik Star Wars, grin. This Summit IBM Super Computer
would get its vision math a little more like Star Wars Lasik. A good Lasik Novel
too, by the surgeon not the patient. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase 5 Billion people were packed into the vehicle, Earth
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p p p p
which was speeding 100 miles per minute into the Universe... 

  
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase, 5 Dead in Texas After S.U.V. Packed With
Immigrants Crashes in High-Speed Chase Fourteen people were packed into the
vehicle, which was speeding 100 miles per hour when it rolled over, the authorities
said. By SARAH MERVOSH 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Qatar as the richest 'City' in the World with the
Richest Quality of Life via the King, Prince, not your typical Canada Oil Man, well
2 White Oil Men in Canada who didn't desire the title of the Richest City 'Canada'
in the World for their Citizens. 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Qatar Taxi Drivers are the 'Richest' in the World.
Not in New York City, Are Struggling. So Are Uber Drivers. The cause and the
motive is the high speed chase at 1984 HQ. Moscow Taxi Driver The 28-year-old
Kyrgyzstan national injured eight people, some Mexican football fans, after
mounting a crowded sidewalk. Shocking footage showed the driver colliding with
pedestrians and then fleeing the scene as bypassers give chase and attempt to stop
the driver. Moscow road rage... One witness is not convinced it was an accident,
though. Viktoria Geranovich said, "I have the feeling that he did it deliberately
because he was in the traffic jam with the cars going really slowly." The incident
occurred near the Red Square in the heart of Moscow. Moscow doesn't have a
heart or Heart Transplants, Czar Putin drives a gas engine car in Times of Gravty
Engine's! Road Rage driving a Graity Engine car is unheard of. A taxi hit the
vehicle Prince Norodom Ranariddh, 74, and Ouk Phalla, 39, were travelling in,
officials say. The couple were taken to a local hospital in the Preah Sihanouk
province, but Ms Phalla died a few hours later. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Thai King Now Owns Monarchy Assets. He’ll Have
to Pay Taxes on Them. It was not clear which assets were involved in a transfer
by the agency that managed them, but assets under its remit have included real
estate, and bank and commercial shares. By RICHARD C. PADDOCK 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Thai, Hell No! Qatar as the richest 'City' in the
World with the Richest Quality of Life via the King, Prince, not your typical
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Canada Oil Man, well 2 White Oil Men in Canada who didn't desire the title of the
Richest City 'Canada' in the World for their Citizens. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase, Mary Trump, Mary Kennedy, Mary at the gas
station, Eurydice was texting a friend right before she was attacked,” Ms. Shafiq
said. “There’s not as much attention being placed on the perpetrators, being placed
on people to not rape and not attack people.” 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Robert Kennedy VIII will kill his wife too or drive
off a bridge drunk! "Our message to Victorian women is this,” he wrote. “Stay
home. Or don’t. Go out with friends at night. Or don’t. Go about your day exactly
as you intend, on your terms. Because women don’t need to change their behavior.
Men do.” The last Czar of Russia, Putin's ex-wife is alive, wow. Trumps too.
Victoria’s Royal Commission into family violence, that if we are to prevent these
crimes, we must address the attitudes and behaviors that drive violence against
women in the first place,” she said. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; She added, “Every time this happens, there’s the
statement about how women should be more careful, and we’re just tired of it.”
Dixon, 22. Her body was discovered Wednesday morning on a soccer field there,
just hours after she left a bar where she had performed to walk home alone.
Within 24 hours of her death, Jaymes Todd, 19, turned himself in to the police
and was quickly charged with her rape and murder. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Prince Harry, Henry VIII. "There’s not as much
attention being placed on people to not rape and not attack people." Homeland
Security World Wide is for Allah God is Great not Mary Trump, Mary Kennedy,
Mary at the gas station hold up. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High Hot Temps Chase; Homeland Security World Wide top brass know
someone's son or daughter was left in a hot car to die on Fathers Day 2018... a
war crime by our 1984 government. As 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's have A/C 24/7. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Pentagon Puts Wounded Warriors on the Offensive,
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Increasing the Risk of Conflict with war hero's who kill the wife coming home from
Baghdad as $300 million a week in Oil money comes from Baghdad too. Until now,
the Cyber Command has assumed a largely defensive posture, censoring wife kills
from the NY Times editorials. 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Homeland Security has been 'watching' the Rx Pink
Latte at Starbucks for decades and decades... a war crime! 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; 
 
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Every Dad in the USA will hack into Prince Salman's
Secret Swiss Bank account of illegal Oil revenues of $777 Trillion and give this
confiscated money to every Dad in the USA. Happy Fathers Day from a New
America Rich with illegal Oil Revenues, grin. Mom's will get most of this $777
Trillion, Ha! 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Every Dad along with Mom will be writing the Nobel Novel
titled "1,001 Invention Projects". Amazon will publish all of them with a search app
that can search inventions in all the millions of Nobel Novels titled "1,001
Invention Projects". 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Disney Pixar Fox movie documentaries in this year’s
edition of "1,001 Inventions Projects" movie how to search Amazon Books for a
certain invention project documentary and Novel. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, ‘Incredibles 2’ Sells a Record-Setting $180 Million in
Tickets on Fathers Day 2018. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, 'Incredible Invention Projects 2' a record setting 188
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million invention projects today... Paradise Lost To Have Have Not Novel and
Invention Movie 2. “Incredibles 4 Wife's,” when Bob and Helen, Mary, Jessica,
Julie set records for going 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon
Cell Call to the Nearest Stars, a game changer. 
 
 
 
Star Wars Starbucks Buckwheat Pancakes, built in pancake dishwasher runs all
might and no they done write you name on the pancake, all the extras are keyed in
perfectly. Lot of syrup or a little and Maple for $1 more, Coffee Pancakes too. 
 
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Whole-Grain Buckwheat Pancakes to Make Any Morning
Special. Hearty and nutritious, but still buttery and rich, these unfussy pancakes
come together quickly and without any special equipment. A GOOD Invention
APPETITE... Starbucks special pancake equipment invention comes out of Star
Wars Starbucks Pancakes, built in pancake dishwasher runs all might and no they
don't write you name on the pancake, all the extras are keyed in perfectly. Lot of
syrup or a little and Maple for $1 more, Coffee Pancakes too. And a first for
Starbucks ice cream no fat on your Buckwheat Pancake. Yes the Ice Cream is made
on a machine invented in Key West for Starbucks. ‘Incredibles 2 are the 2
Buckwheat Pancakes with ice cream at Starbucks. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, President Trump says his deal with
North Korea's Kim Jong Un will save tens of millions of people from a nuclear war. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Dad's ask what really happened to keep the West Point
Generals from Killing Everyone On Earth in a North Korean Nuclear War? 

  
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Fathers saving the soul of West Point Generals point out
they can's count to 12 Trillion, as there really are 12 Trillion Galaxies in our
Universe. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Every Dad in the USA will hack into Prince Salman's
Secret Swiss Bank account of illegal Oil revenues of $777 Trillion and give this
confiscated money to every Dad in the USA. Happy Fathers Day from a New
America Rich with illegal Oil Revenues, grin. Mom's will get most of this $777
Trillion, Ha! 
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Jews Celebrating Dads, the Jewish Hero Dad who drives the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia on June 24. 

  
 
"Pentagon Oil Company" owns all these Oil Tanks $$$ 

  

 
 
"Pentagon Oil Company" owns all these Oil Tanks $$$ 

  
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Fathers saving the soul of West Point Generals point out
they can's count to 12 Trillion, as there really are 12 Trillion Galaxies in our
Universe. 

  
 
 
Looking over the sweep of countless storage tanks and ships. Thousands of ships
depart these waters annually, transporting the wealth of crude beneath the Saudi
Arabian desert to gas-guzzling nations. The kingdom accounts for almost one-sixth
of world oil exports, and even a minor disruption here could send shudders through
global markets. The state-run oil giant that operates the port, Saudi Aramco, is
the economic force behind Saudi Arabia’s transformation into a regional
powerhouse. The deep oil reserve are really owned by the "Pentagon Oil Company" 
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6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Fathers saving the soul of Mom, Son, Daughter's unable
to recline in the Lazy Boy Chair, the Treadmill Desk cost $4K I will find its link on
Amazon. White Wine on Fathers day has been banned for 2018. Diesel Bullets hit
the box. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Ford in the NY Times on Fathers Day without the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR Gift for Dad in the Drive is a War Crime by Ford. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Ford Aims to Revive a Detroit Train Station, and Itself.
By renovating a symbol of the city’s decline, the company hopes to create a magnet
for the talent needed to prevail in the next automotive era. By NEAL E.
BOUDETTE 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Ford Hell, Greg + Wife's in Key West will name the
NASA Train with 100's of Hubble Space Telescopes "Ford WindmillCAR Train" Star
Wars Movie this train will be in it. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, President Trump says his deal with
North Korea's Kim Jong Un will save tens of millions of people from a lifetime of
pulling into the gas station in Miami, Cuba as its being robbed, grin. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, President Trump says his deal with
North Korea's Kim Jong Un will save tens of millions of people from a nuclear war.
Now he just has to get everyone else on board for Exodus, find some Jewish
Hero's at the White House near Ivanka to drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
RV's into Saudi Arabia on June 24 and convert half of the Moslems to Jewish,
grin. No more praying 5 times a day and 24/7 A/C car in Saudi Arabia, God is
Great so is the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's. Mr. Trump made a stop on the
North Lawn of the White House Friday to promote his agreement with Kim and
challenge the blowback that it's vague and lacking in clear objectives... like Exodus!
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6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, McCain, Biden, it's vague and
lacking in clear objectives... like Exodus! Rx Brain Cancer Latte. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Just the Fear of a Trade War Is
Straining the mass of humanity, why go viral with a trade war when going viral with
'Star Wars' is a better idea? 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, VATICAN CITY — Pope Francis
denounced abortion on Saturday as the “white glove” equivalent of the Nazi-era
eugenics program and urged families to accept the children that God gives them.
Rx Brain Cancer Latte. Birth Control Latte for all sexes, this is one of 1,001 IP
invention projects Novels Yale and Harvard kids are going to write. Will Pope
Francis let the Vatican Starbucks sell the 'Birth Control Latte' a Nobel prize
winner latte. 
 
 
 
6-17-2018 As Mr. Trump savors the afterglow of his meeting with Mr. Kim, he
has left it to the Pentagon and the State Department to pick up the pieces on
military planning to help Kim confiscate $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues. Find
the Jew Hero to Drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia on June 24. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Oil Men as “very provocative” — 'Speeding' Stopping at 80 MPH. Save
between 300 and 400 lives every year - principally because braking times will be
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shorter and any accidents that do occur will be less deadly fiery wreck after
slowing down. Oil Men as “very provocative” — Speeding up when they see you
crossing the street ahead. Oil Men not willing to give up Diesel Bullets harming kids
DNA even though this went viral on 1984 TV. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads on the F.B.I., Mary Trump
Clones in Queens today and Mary at the Miami, Cuba gas station hold up today,
get to work. Stop these fiery wrecks and DUI Road Kills too! FBI; Yale and
Harvard kids who couldn't get into Medical School... Fiery Wreck in France,
French roads, About 20,000 signs bearing the number 90 are to disappear. In
their place will be new signs, but now inside the red circle will be the lower figure.
Figure 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's on French Roads. 2 White Men in Paris keep the
2018 Ford WindmillCAR's off 100's of Millions of French Drivers, you know this is
a War Crime! 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding in Fast Gas Engine Cars. A speed-limit cut of 10 km/h
on the 400,000km that make up France's so-called "secondary" network is the
government's latest salvo in its long-running campaign against road deaths.
According to the road safety department of the interior ministry, the measure
should save between 300 and 400 lives every year - principally because braking
times will be shorter and any accidents that do occur will be less deadly fiery
wreck!! By Hugh Schofield BBC News, Paris. Eiffel Tower fence built to stop
terrorism... not the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR victory over Allah. 2 White Men at
Paris Total Oil Company are building a Wall of Steel and Glass around the Eiffel
Tower instead of winning the War over Allah with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's. A
War Crime. More than 240 people have died in terror attacks in France since
2015. All would be alive if the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's were used to win the War
against Allah. Up to seven million tourists are expected to visit the tower in 2018
alone. All will drive or ride in a gas engine car that fires gasoline exhaust bullets
into kids DNA. Crude Oil Men could never have the genius of a Paris MD. Summit
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Super Computer by IBM, iMac's at $13,384 at the Paris Medical School. Diagnosis
and Cure by Dr. Lisa MD. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD as there is no need or desire,
cravings for the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub's any longer. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... 

  
 
6-16-2018 Alpha Centauri A and B, appear to be 2 of her house cats... 

  
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Kim, Riding a North Korean High can make High School kids go to the
University, not the University of Switzerland were Kim went to but to all the Public
Large Screen TV's Kim used to picture Trump at the Summit. 24/7 Mandatory
University. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads on China Goods. For
Survivors of a 9-Hour Chinese Exam, a Door Opens to America... I think Kim will
Ride Higher than these Chinese kids who passed a 9 hour exam as Gravity TV
classes will be 9 hours long and brainstorming ending with the viewers! 
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6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 Trump can see North Korea as the new Qatar after Kim gets his 10%
for confiscating $777 Trillion in illegal oil revenues, grin. 10% of $777 Trillion!
Wow! Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" inspiration is as
real as happiness, love, ambition's, inventions your wife's want you to get like the
Rx Pink Latte Recipe. Wife's social interaction Driving June 24. Stop the 2 White
Men at the FBI who drive by fiery wrecks without stopping these with the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR. "To Have Have Not Genius" Chemicals can harm blood vessels.
Gas stations today cause much harm to humanity. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 Defrauded by the Korean War, defrauding investors out of hundreds of
trillions of dollars as well as deceiving patients and doctors out of the Yale Key
West Medical School and Starbucks out of the Rx Pink Latte. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Elizabeth Holmes, the disgraced founder of Theranos, a blood testing
lab without a IBM Summit Super Computer so Liz will get her blood test for Star
Wars but she will have to by several Summit Super Computers from IBM to invent
this. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 "Y and the X “each deserve a full novel of their own.” Hemingway
House writing class of course. Nobel Novel Expectations. The double-X format
that specifies a female fetus, or the X and Y pair found in males, the sex
chromosomes stand apart from the other 22 normal chromosome pairs. The Summit
IBM super computer will give us one upmanship on these chromosome pairs. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 
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6-16-2018 "Yale and Harvard kids, “each deserve a full novel of their own.” First
class at the Hemingway House Writing Class for Yale and Harvard kids FBI is
"1,001 IP Invention Projects" novel. Kim will have 10 million Koreans writing this
novel. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 iPhone X smoke detectors... The 2014 fire started below the library,
when an overhead projector ignited solvent in a student’s artwork, and destroyed
much of the interior’s western half. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 iPhone X smoke detectors are not at Apple.com for sale. LONDON —
A large fire has ripped through the Glasgow School of Art in Scotland, officials
said Saturday morning, causing extensive damage to a building considered the jewel
in the city’s architectural crown. It was the second time in four years that a blaze
has hit the world-famous and beloved building, which was under restoration after a
fire badly damaged it in May 2014. The building, widely rated as the masterpiece
of the Glasgow-born architect Charles Rennie Mackintosh and completed in 1909,
was hit by the latest fire overnight Friday. Peter Heath of the Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service told reporters that the call had come in at 11:19 p.m., sending
more than 120 fire fighters and 20 fire engines to the site. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 Navy can fish for Humanity now North Korea Nuke War is over! The
fisherman says it is the only job he knows that earns this kind of money. For legal
net fishermen, six pounds of fish is a good day. Often, they come back with
nothing. With dynamite fishing he can come back with 20 pounds and sometimes as
much as 45 pounds, if he lucks out with a large jack or grouper. In the Philippines,
Dynamite Fishing Decimates Entire Ocean Food Chains. The Navy never goes fishing
for fish in the Philippines. By Aurora Almendral. Why Aurora censored out the
Philippines Navy never going fishing I can't write but you know Aurora did it on
orders from 2 White Men at Navy HQ. Grin. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 Henry VIII is a British Crime against Humanity. Now "U.K. Government
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Backs Bill to Make ‘Upskirting’ a Crime" Behavior caused by Henry VIII. Bad
Behavior in London. George Orwell has been writing about this for a long time.
1984 cameras are in the bathroom and other private areas of London. Your bypass
surgery live streaming on cameras is banned because its private. Key West The
Monroe County Sheriff’s Office arrested a Big Coppitt Key man for DUI and other
offenses after he fled a deputy during a traffic stop and then chugged a beer in
front of him. According to the police report, around 5:45 p.m., a deputy on patrol
spotted Daryl Royal Riedel, 48, driving a pickup. If Daryl was British with a
camera up a girls skirt he would have taken the picture in from of the Sheriff as
he chugged a Coors. Gregory Gause, a professor of international affairs and Saudi
specialist at Texas A&M University, said he expects the government wants to avoid
trials. “Too much dirt can come out,” he said. That said, they may be inevitable,
MD's writing the NY Times editorials about Texas Cattle feed antibiotics at every
meal for decades, reading this in the New England Journal of Medicine will be like
reading Pope Francis in Latin today writing about Saudi Oil men's behavior because
they have $777 Trillion and immunity. 

  
 
6-16-2018 The London School of Economics who focuses on the Gulf monarchies.
“But the campaign also shows that the government sometimes underestimates the
complexity of policy challenges and the collateral damage its actions can create.”
Wounded Warriors taking pictures up the skirts of British women then chugging a
Coors in front of the Sheriff. Economics of Facebook vs InventBook and iMac's at
every Starbucks in London and Paris. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Riding High with lots of money, 100's of millions went into this Drone
Kill. U.S. Drone Strike Kills Leader of Pakistani Taliban, Pakistan Says. $100's of
millions in bribes to Pakistani Generals who called in the Drone Strike. This is part
of the High Cost of the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Stephen Hawking Enters ‘Britain’s Valhalla,’ Where Space Is Tight. 5
Billion people should be entering Space Exodus into Space but for Britain's
Wounded Warriors the whole life time of Hawking playing expensive War Games.
High Cost of British War Games can be calculated in this life of Hawkings with No
Exodus or inventions to go 400 times faster than the speed of light as British
Space was to tight with Wounded Warriors. London train with 100's of cars full of
Hubble Space Telescopes were crashed by Wounded Warriors off to War across
the ocean. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 London train with 100's of cars full of Hubble Space Telescopes. 
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6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 McDonald’s to Switch to Paper Straws in Britain as Country Turns
Against Plastic The drive to reduce the use of plastics has gathered pace in
Britain, winning the support of the government, the Church of England and even the
queen. By AMIE TSANG 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 London train with 100's of cars full of Hubble Space Telescopes. No
plastic on board this Exodus Train on orders from Queen Elizabeth. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 Key West Irma Fraud by 2 White men at 1984 HQ you can sue but
can win the Nuke War with, with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR and $777 Trillion in
oil money they have in Switzerland Banks. Key West Residents Sue Over Irma
Claims. Roughly 350 lawsuits have been filed against the main windstorm insurance
provider in the Florida Keys since Hurricane Irma ravaged the chain of islands. The
350-plus lawsuits against FEMA following orders from 2 White Men at the White
House. Grin. 1984 society does have its perks. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 
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6-15-2018 Trump Sees End to North Korea Nuclear 'Drive' Despite Unclear
Invention Path!! Summit Super Computers by IBM need to be made on an Ford
Assembly line for the new demand by Kim and Trump. 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 Trump Sees End to North Korea Nuclear Drive changed to Driving 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's and 2019 Ford Gravity Engine Cars. Kim's Drive to invent the
Gravity Engine using this Summit, and the Summit IBM Super Computer. Summit's
Nobel Novel Writing Class at the Hemingway House with a brainstormed idea on
every page thanks to Amazon app that list 1,001 IP invention projects - spin offs
to drive the Gravity Engine Car before its Time. Like building ICBM's in record
breaking time, then comes the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 

  
 
 
Trump can see North Korea as the new Qatar after Kim gets his 10% for
confiscating $777 Trillion in illegal oil revenues, grin. 10% of $777 Trillion! Wow!
Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" inspiration is as real as
happiness, love, ambition's. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Summit IBM Super Computer. Summit's Nobel Novel Writing Class at the
Hemingway House 

  
 
 
Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" Key West Quality of
life today with Hemingway’s House writing Class with iMac's at $13,384. 
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6-15-2018 NY Times doesn't see a end to Oil. By WILLIAM NEUMAN and
CLIFFORD KRAUSS at the NY Times are still writing about a Oil Giant when the
road driven by 5 billion people and 12 trillion galaxy's is the Jewish Hero who
drives the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's into Venezuela Oil Men. "Workers Flee
and Thieves Loot Venezuela’s Reeling Oil Giant. Our correspondent visited
Venezuela to see whether the country could pull itself out of its economic free fall.
The outlook was not encouraging." By WILLIAM NEUMAN and CLIFFORD KRAUSS
by the NY Times what is not encouraging is the front page cover of Greg's Amazon
book leaking the Secret file and the Jew Hero driving. Summit is not the IBM
Super Computer Kim just ordered from IBM in this editorial. You can follow me on
Twitter (@NYTimesCohen) or join me on Facebook. Cohen's Summit is not the New
IBM Super Computer. "Trump’s Envy of Kim Jong-un" editorial was written on a
Google Chrome book not a Summit Super Computer. InventBook not Facebook at the
end of editorials by editors at the Times. Diagnosis of Trump's Envy of Kim was
wrong too. Dr. Lisa MD will diagnose all Editors at the times and the one's who
don't use Kim's IBM Summit Super Computer will write Car News. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; to prevent this bypass obstruction in the artery,
yes you will get a Nobel in Medicine for the Starbucks Rx Cure for this Diagnosis
by Dr. Lisa MD. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; NUCLEAR WARNING Just 100 of the world’s
15,000 nuclear bombs are needed to devastate the planet and kill two billion
people, chilling study warns. Starbucks 'Nuke Latte' to protest Nuclear War.
Starbucks Rx Pink Latte. Currently nine nations have access to nuclear weapons:
USA, Russia, UK, France, China, India, Pakistan, Israel and North Korea. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; to prevent this bypass obstruction in the artery,
yes you will get a Nobel in Medicine for the Starbucks Rx Cure for this Diagnosis
by Dr. Lisa MD. 
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6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; was 8 hours of surgery, how many millions will
need 8 hours of surgery? A couple of weeks later the man went for an operation to
bypass the obstructed artery and create a new route for the blood to travel. His
wife and daughter, who had been warned it was going to take a few hours, tried to
distract themselves when it took eight. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; Dr. Green “I know what you do have. And most
importantly, I know how to fix it.” There was a blockage in a blood vessel, but it
was not caused by an obstructing ligament. The imaging showed that the muscular
inner wall of the artery had been torn open by the fast-moving blood coming from
the heart. The blood had invaded the inner layers of the vessel wall, creating a
new narrower passage and blocking off the old pathway. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; Dr. West Point “I know what you do have. And
most importantly, I know how to fix it.” There was a blockage in a blood vessel,
but it was not caused by an obstructing ligament. The imaging showed that the
muscular inner wall of the artery had been torn open by the fast-moving blood
coming from the heart. The blood had invaded the inner layers of the vessel wall,
creating a new narrower passage and blocking off the old pathway. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; Dr. Steve Jobs “I know what you do have. And
most importantly, I know how to fix it.” There was a blockage in a blood vessel,
but it was not caused by an obstructing ligament. The imaging showed that the
muscular inner wall of the artery had been torn open by the fast-moving blood
coming from the heart. The blood had invaded the inner layers of the vessel wall,
creating a new narrower passage and blocking off the old pathway. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; Path for Dr. Lisa MD to block off the old West
Point Generals to Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion
Years... West Point Generals are causing a blockage of the artery to Proxima
Centauri. First 4.2 light year drive in a Universe of Stars On a Highway that is 14
billion light years long, a MD needs to do this surgery on the Top Generals. How do
I fix this? I know how to fix it! 
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6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 Driven by West Point Generals at the Pentagon Oil Company the cost of
War Games Driven by Drunk Drivers is Driven to the surface by Jimmy Carter
Nuke Subs still Driving his Habitat for Humanity to a Nuclear War Ending instead
of a video made by Trump + Kim for the Drive to 1 Billion 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Driven are Michael Stewart Foley is author of “Confronting the War
Machine: Draft Resistance During the Vietnam War” and editor of “Dear Dr.
Spock: Letters About the Vietnam War to America’s Favorite Baby Doctor.”
Confronting WHO at the UN for driving gas engine cars to work today at the UN.
This could be a War Crime by WHO MD's. ‘Star Wars’: George Lucas Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 What would the Steve Jobs Medical School have... 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 What would the West Point Medical School have... "As Saudis Step Up
Yemen Attack, Prince Cheers Soccer Team" By MARGARET COKER Fighters backed
by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates pushed toward the Yemeni port city
of Al Hudaydah. The Saudi crown prince was at the World Cup. Dr. Margaret
Coker would have written this article on Prince Salman paying billions for fighters
attacking and killing women and children while he watched the World Cup resulting
in West Point Medical School MD's putting a stop to this fiery wreck. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... 
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6-15-2018 Trump Sees End to North Korea Nuclear Threat and Nuke's from Allah
via Jew Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's into Mecca, confiscating
$777 trillion used for War Games. Netanyahu on Thursday said that Israel’s
bombing of Iranian-backed Shiite Muslim militias is “helping the security” of
European nations. He accused Iran of bringing some 80,000 Shiite fighters to
Syria, from countries such as Afghanistan and Pakistan, to “convert” Sunni Muslims
in Syria and launch attacks against Israel. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Jew Hero Natanyahu will not let Drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Mecca can appeal to Trump for Victory over Iran + Mecca with the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 Summit Hero was Kim and the IBM Super Computer News. Dr. Taipale
and his colleagues engineered retinal cells to stop using p53 genes. Just as they
had predicted, Crispr now worked much more effectively in these cells. A team of
scientists at the Novartis Institutes for Biomedical Research in Cambridge, Mass.,
got similar results with a different kind of cells, detailed in a paper also published
Monday. They set out to develop new versions of Crispr to edit the DNA in stem
cells. They planned to turn the stem cells into neurons, enabling them to study
brain diseases in Petri dishes. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 IBM built Summit Super Computer to replace the Petri Dishes. NY
Times editorial need to be replaced with Super Computer News. Enabling them to
study brain diseases in Super computer simulations not the Petri dish. 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 Crispr has never been crunched on a IBM Super Computer. Log on to
Los Alamos and see what 10 Super Computers have been crunching today. 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 
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6-15-2018 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-14-2018 Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, When?? Trump administration hoped to
complete the “major disarmament” of North Korea within the next 2½ years without
defining what that would entail. Some nuclear experts have said completely
unwinding North Korea’s nuclear program could take 10 to 15 years, although some
foreign policy analysts said the two sides could accomplish enough by the end of
Mr. Trump’s term in office to demonstrate a serious effort. Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks, When?? 
 
 
 
Miss America wishing for 'Starbucks Rx Pink Latte' and getting it... with Diet
Latte. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Miss America wishing for 'Starbucks Rx Pink Latte' and getting it... June 12 End
to the Korean War!

  
 
6-14-2018 Alpha Centauri A and B, appear to be 2 of her house cats... 
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6-14-2018 Now the Threat to Nuclear War is West Point Generals Despite the
Path to West Point Medical School built from the scrap steel of 100's of USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 Now the Threat to Nuclear War is West Point Generals 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Despite the UNclearPath to "West Point Medical School's" built by
North Korea End to War, Soul saved from Hell is only one City and it's not even in
the USA. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 Allah with Nukes is what the West Point Generals are counting on, on
their clear path to Nuclear War. There is no Doctor at West Point to call. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 West Point Generals long on lofty War Games language short on
specifics in a New Universe with 12 Trillion Galaxies. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 West Point MD Professors long time coming via censored health and
wealth statistics, thank God Cheney's 2nd heart transplant is ready for him. Heart
transplants transformed the relationship and ended an era of hostility to Star
Wars MD. Qatar is the richest on Earth when $777 Trillion in oil revenues would
have bought 5 billion people the same MD's at Qatar and West Point Generals see
today. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 West Point Generals will never go to War with Breast Cancer, today
West Point Generals give immunity to Wound Warriors coming home from Baghdad
who kill the Wife's. Point is these West Point Generals are the High Cost of War
Games in Korea. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 West Point Generals are the High Cost of War Games in Korea.
Example is Secretary of State Mike Pompeo with Gen. Vincent K. Brooks,
commander of United States Forces Korea, upon his arrival in Pyeongtaek on
Wednesday. MD diagnosis of General Brooks is no secret we can all read the New
England Journal of Medicine article on General Brooks in our mind right now. 
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6-14-2018 Pompeo's diagnosis by Yale Key West Medical School Professors... read
it!! 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Pompeo would never withdraw American troops stationed in South Korea
since the end of the Korean War 65 years ago and have them all apply to the Yale
Key West Medical School at Star Wars, grin. Most of these troops will end up
inside a USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Grand scale of 12 Trillion Galaxies will never be a NY Times Editorial
or the ending story on CBS Nightly News!! 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, When?? Trump administration hoped to
complete the “major disarmament” of North Korea within the next 2½ years without
defining what that would entail. Some nuclear experts have said completely
unwinding North Korea’s nuclear program could take 10 to 15 years, although some
foreign policy analysts said the two sides could accomplish enough by the end of
Mr. Trump’s term in office to demonstrate a serious effort. Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks, When?? 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 MD's at Apple - Cook has previously cited doctors who say "sitting is
the new cancer. "Most of what happens inside Apple Park, the iPhone company's
stunning new headquarters, is top secret. But Apple CEO Tim Cook recently
disclosed one new detail about the work environment: everyone gets a standing
desk. "We have given all of our employees, 100%, standing desks. If you can stand
for a while, then sit, and so on and so forth, it's much better for your lifestyle,"
The ability to use a standing desk is only one of a slew of perks available to lucky
Apple employees at the company's new headquarters, which was rumored to cost
over $5 billion to construct. The 'Abilty' of a $5 billion dollar Steve Jobs Medical
School would put this new Apple HQ out of business! $20 Billion dollar Yale Key
West Medical School when the West Point Generals are ALL defeated by Star War
Exodus via 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's that end War on Earth not Just the Korean
War! 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Steve Jobs Medical School have... That campus is full
of fruit trees and the on-campus "Caffe Macs" cafeterias actually use those fruits
in its lunches and dinners. There's also a massive gym and a shuttle service to take
workers to satellite offices and the company's old headquarters, which is a 10-
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minute drive away. 
  

 
 
6-14-2018 MD's at Star Wars dialogue! All the used standing chairs are from
Apple HQ. Ideas for His Own Star Wars Sequel Trilogy Aren't as Wild as They
First Seem. The internet has been abuzz recently thanks to a few very intriguing
quotes from George Lucas, addressing where the director would've taken the Star
Wars ...‘Star Wars’: George Lucas Reveals More Details About His Plans for
Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Steve Jobs Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the West Point Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 Humanitarian Crisis Worsens in Yemen After Attack on Port. United
Nations officials and others said that hundreds of thousands could starve if the
assault drags on, closing a vital gateway for relief supplies. By MARGARET COKER
and ERIC SCHMITT 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Humanitarian Crisis. United Nations officials and others said that
hundreds of thousands could starve. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Humanitarian Crisis. United Nations officials 2 White Men at WHO
censored 1.2 million Breast cancer dead in 2018 and no they can't be buried at
Arlington. U.N. General Assembly Vote Castigates Israel Over Gaza Deaths. The
resolution, adopted 120 to 8, was almost identical to the one blocked by the
United States at the Security Council on June 1. By RICK GLADSTONE UN
Resolution for 1.2 million breast cancer dead in 2018 is like the UN Resolution on
fiery cop cars and no one at the UN will stop this with the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Steve Jobs Medical School have... 
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6-14-2018 What would the West Point Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... Summit IBM
super computer reading the EKG with AI apps... When he called her then, she
worried that he was having a heart attack. But he went to a local walk-in clinic,
and his EKG was normal. There was no sign that it was his heart. EKG from a
walk-in clinic or Summit IBM super computer with AI. She arranged for her
parents to travel directly from the airport to the emergency department of the
Yale New Haven Hospital, where she worked. She had already asked one of her
most respected colleagues to see her father. Although her father told her that he
wasn’t able to eat much since the nausea started, she was still shocked by his
appearance. He’d lost about 15 pounds over the past couple of weeks. In the
emergency room, he was seen promptly. Tubes of blood were drawn. He wasn’t
anemic; there was no sign of infection; it wasn’t a heart attack; his kidneys and
liver were fine. A CT scan didn’t show any abnormalities other than a small hiatal
hernia. After a few hours, the doctor admitted defeat. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the West Point Medical School have... In the emergency
room, he was seen promptly. Tubes of blood were drawn. He wasn’t anemic; there
was no sign of infection; it wasn’t a heart attack; his kidneys and liver were fine.
A CT scan didn’t show any abnormalities other than a small hiatal hernia. After a
few hours, the doctor admitted defeat. Then... Dr. Alan Lebowitz saw the patient
the next day in his office in Darien. The man explained how, a couple of weeks
earlier, he suddenly started feeling nauseated after he ate. The feeling came out
of nowhere and seemed to get worse over a few short days. By the time he got to
France, even the smell of food could trigger the rumbling and tumult within. There
was no pain. He never vomited. At that moment, there in the doctor’s office, he
felt fine. Maybe he was a little tired; these days he really had no energy at all.
His physical exam was uninformative, save for the significant amount of weight he
had lost. Lebowitz wasn’t sure what was going on but referred him to a
gastroenterologist for evaluation and, he hoped, an endoscopy of his patient’s
stomach and upper GI tract. The patient was scoped. His stomach showed signs of
mild gastritis, along with evidence that food wasn’t moving out of the stomach as
fast as it normally did — a disorder known as gastroparesis. But what was causing
this? The doctor examined the patient once more. This time, when he placed his
stethoscope over the patient’s upper abdomen, he heard something: a quiet,
rhythmic, shushing sound. This kind of noise, called a bruit, is caused by
turbulence in the blood flowing through an artery. Had he simply not heard it
before, or was it new? He wasn’t sure. But if it was new, he now had two clues:
The patient had gastroparesis and he had some kind of problem in one of his
arteries. If he could link them, maybe that would lead him to a diagnosis. 
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6-14-2018 Yes... Three weeks later, over the weekend, another thought came to
Lebowitz, who was still concerned. Could the patient have something called MALS?
In this disorder, a ligament supporting the diaphragm, known as the median arcuate
ligament, cuts off circulation not to the colon but to the stomach, by obstructing
the artery that delivers blood there. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Then... “I know what you do have. And most importantly, I know how
to fix it.” There was a blockage in a blood vessel, but it was not caused by an
obstructing ligament. The imaging showed that the muscular inner wall of the
artery had been torn open by the fast-moving blood coming from the heart. The
blood had invaded the inner layers of the vessel wall, creating a new narrower
passage and blocking off the old pathway. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Cure was 8 hours of surgery, how many millions will need 8 hours of
surgery? A couple of weeks later the man went for an operation to bypass the
obstructed artery and create a new route for the blood to travel. His wife and
daughter, who had been warned it was going to take a few hours, tried to distract
themselves when it took eight. Relief and tears overwhelmed them when the news
came that all was well. Healthy, at Last. It has been two years since that
operation, and the man finally feels back to the self that he and his wife and
daughter remember best. Getting back into his exercise regimen was hard: not just
physically, but mentally as well. The man worried — despite reassurance from
Green — that vigorous exercise might undo the good accomplished in the operating
room. But he finally conquered that fear and is back to exercising regularly. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Summit IBM super computer will have AI from this in its memory.
Although it was the surgeon who relieved the pain, the patient gives most of the
credit to the doctor who knew him well. “Anyone who didn’t know me would have
just said, ‘You need to see a shrink,’?” he told me recently. “The relationship is
what saved me. That plus his stethoscope that hear it. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Summit IBM super computer stethoscope, can a IBM super computer
hear? Hear this, He the MD ordered an ultrasound of the artery, which showed an
obstruction creating the turbulent blood flow. A CT scan of the arteries of the
chest and abdomen showed a narrowed, misshapen vessel. IBM has a lot of work to
do on its Summit Super Computer Fleet at West Point and Yale. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... 
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6-14-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... 
 
 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 Ivana selling her 8 year diet not Rx Diet Latte at Starbucks Plaza
Hotel. 

  

 
 

6-14-2018 Ivana selling her 8 year diet not Rx Diet Latte at Starbucks Plaza
Hotel. 

  
 
6-14-2018 Ivana selling her 8 year diet not Rx Diet Latte at Starbucks Plaza
Hotel. Ivana Trump was back at the Plaza Hotel on Tuesday, the hotel where she
once had a say over everything from the wallpaper to the chandeliers, back when
she was married to Donald J. Trump. But that was long ago. Now, she had come to
promote a diet that promises followers they can “eat pasta, cookies and lose
weight.” It was Ms. Trump who gave Mr. Trump a definite article — she put the
“the” in “the Donald” — long before he had a job that came with one, as the
president. On Tuesday, as reporters crowded around her at the Plaza, she was
asked how often she talks to her ex-husband. “I’m really not going to go into
politics,” she said, “but we speak.” But later, when she was asked how she thought
he had done at the summit meeting on North Korea, she said, “He did great.” How
many pounds did he lose? Ms. Trump, who once appeared in commercials for Pizza
Hut and Kentucky Fried Chicken, said she agreed to talk up the Italiano Diet
because “obesity is like a calamity in America,” although she said that she herself
did not need to shed pounds. Ms. Trump said there was a reason obesity has
become a national problem. “It’s all on the parents,” she said. “Whatever they put
on the plate in front of the children, they’re hungry, they don’t cook, they eat. So
if you put food in front of them that’s junk — pizza, unhealthy food, French fries
— of course they eat it, and then they get obese.” 
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6-13-2018 Summit IBM super computer talks are underway right now in secret as
Kim's wife Ri wants the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. 1,001 IP
invention projects in a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on a iMac at
$13,384. Hack 4 trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets. Summit War Games cost
women their life and Rx Trade Secrets do too. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Formula One Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks 'waits' on
ridding North Korea of a nuclear arsenal it has spent decades building. “Even after
the two heads of state open the gate,” Mr. Moon said, “it will take a long process
to achieve a complete solution. We don’t know how long it will take: one year, two
years or more.” 

  
 
 
"To Have Have Not" iMac's at $13,384 in front of Kim + Trump 

  

 
"To Have Have Not" iMac's at $13,384 in front of Kim + Trump 

  
 
 
 
Texas Cattle are feed antibiotics at every meal, not Texas women. MD Chef. 

  
6-13-2018 Trump Says ‘There Is No Longer a Nuclear Threat’ After Kim Jong-un
Meeting President Trump projected confidence as Air Force One landed shortly
after dawn, declaring that the nuclear threat from North Korea is over. 
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Soul is Saved from Hell Trump said... 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 White House aides showed a short film to Kim, which Mr. Trump had
commissioned and screened for Mr. Kim on an iPad during their meeting. With a
thumping soundtrack and images of the two leaders as benevolent peacemakers, the
video offered an inspirational view of a thriving North Korea, if only it would
forsake its nuclear weapons. “I think he loved it,” Mr. Trump said. North Korea,
he said, might choose not to invest in high-speed trains over Gravity Engine Cars
made in North Korea, grin. Trump has not talked to anyone about how to invent
the Gravity Engine Car, Kim has talked to his wife about this a lot. Mr. Kim was
overheard remarking to Mr. Trump that people would think they were watching a
science fiction movie. Among the most glaring omissions in the joint statement
after the summit meeting, is the IBM Summit Super Computer and Amazon 1 Click
link to it's 1,001 IP invention projects on Amazon Prime, grin. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 A formal peace treaty to end the Korean War, build 1 Billion 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's!! 

  
 
 
Trump pulled out an iPad and showed the leader of North Korea a slick, Hollywood-
style trailer presenting the North’s possible future. There were images of fighter
jets and missile launchings cut together with shots of dancing children, pictures of
artisanal pizza and time-lapse sunrises over skyscrapers. 

  
 
 
Trump Made Kim a Movie Trailer. NY Times We Made It Better. Donald Trump
showed Kim Jong-un a movie trailer casting both leaders as heroes. The Times’s
Opinion video team cut a more honest makeover. Without any fiery cop cars rear
ended bursting into flames! 

  
 
 
 
NY Times version for Kim video is more 'honest' without Kim Wall beheading by
Times Profit Chief, Diesel Bullets, Secret Swiss bank Accounts from Qatar Trump
Casino for Editors at the Times. 1980 WindmillCAR ready to be auctioned off.
Trump Made Kim a Movie Trailer. We Made It Better. Donald Trump showed Kim
Jong-un a movie trailer casting both leaders as heroes. The Times’s Opinion video
team cut a more honest makeover. 
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"To Have Have Not" iMac's at $13,384 in front of Kim + Trump 
 
 
 
"To Have Have Not" Summit Now is How Do We Confiscate $777 Trillion from
Saudi Arabia! 

  
 
 
Google giving kids ChromeBooks is a War Crime worst than Facebook, InventBook is
censored! 

  
Trump pulled out an iPad for Kim 

 

 
Trump pulled out an iPad for Kim 

  
"To Have Have Not" iMac's at $13,384 in front of Kim + Trump 

  
 
 
Google giving kids ChromeBooks is a War Crime worst than Facebook, InventBook is
censored! 

  
 
 
 
6-13-2018 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's to End Pentagon Oil Company and
eventually lead to a formal peace treaty to end the Korean War with the USA and
the building of 1 billion 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's with GE electric
generators trillions of volts from super conductivity and iDash Cam's with audio
100's inside and out. 24/7 A/C infinity of car accessories! 
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Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars no more War Games in Korea! 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 West Point Academy will become West Point Medical School when the
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub fleet is melted down to build its steel buildings and
Carrier Hospital Ships. Now you know what Waste Trump was talking about at the
Summit. Pentagon Oil Company built 100's of Nuke Subs since the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR + RV was locked in the Pentagon Garage. Trump said on Twitter that
there was “no longer a Nuclear Threat from North Korea, there is a Nuke threat
from fleets of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and cost that cuts into Jimmy
Carters brain cancer Rx Latte at Starbucks instead of taking Rx meds and daily
check up's for brain cancer coming back. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Trump Says ‘There Is No Longer a Nuclear Threat’ After Kim Jong-un
Meeting President Trump projected confidence as Air Force One landed shortly
after dawn, declaring that the nuclear threat from North Korea is over. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 Trump will not mention Mary Trump in Queens and at the Miami, Cuba
Gas station hold up today! 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 NY Times marks stats of gas station hold ups today 'secret'. Buy
Gregs Book to Know. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 Mary Trump Beaten and Robbed left to die today by 2 White Men at
the Pentagon still playing war games but not in North Korea. "AT WAR." "The U.S.
Spends Billions in Defense Aid. Is It Working? The Pentagon has sent billions of
dollars overseas to equip other countries to fight terror. To what end? Queens and
the Bronx, Miami, Cuba Gas Station hold ups" Mary Trump beaten and robbed in
NYC today and the Pentagon is worlds away." By JOHN ISMAY NY Times.
Pentagon Starbucks is out of Rx Pink Latte's. 

  
 
 
iMac at $13,384; war crime by Google giving kids Chrome Books and Win 10 is a
crime! 
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6-13-2018 Summit IBM super computer was at this Summit. 
  

 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia — 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia —
They have always made things in Tolyatti. In the days of Communist rule, this city
was the home of the Soviet auto industry, Russia’s answer to Detroit. It rose up
around the vast car factory that sits at its heart, designed specifically to feed
the 200 miles of production lines with the parts, the materials and the bodies they
needed to operate. The factory is still there — run by AvtoVaz, owned by
Renault-Nissan — its buildings stretching for dozens of blocks, its chimneys
belching smoke into the sky, the fruit of its labors glinting in the gray light of
mile-wide parking lots. The plant is still the city’s prime focus, but it is not what
it once was. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia —
AvtoVaz has been hit by Russia’s economic downturn, and by Western sanctions,
and Tolyatti has suffered. In 2016, the factory, the largest in Russia and one of
the largest in the world, shifted to a four-day workweek. There have been
thousands of layoffs at a place that once employed 120,000 people, with
corresponding ripple effects at companies in the supply chain. In 2015, Tolyatti
was ranked as Russia’s poorest large city. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia —
Konoplev’s academy. A few weeks later, Konoplev died of a heart attack at age 39.
He should have quit drinking Vodka and built a TOLYATTI Medical School not a
sports academy. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 West Point Academy will become West Point Medical School when the
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub fleet is melted down to build its steel buildings and
Carrier Hospital Ships. Now you know what Waste Trump was talking about at the
Summit. Pentagon Oil Company built 100's of Nuke Subs since the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR + RV was locked in the Pentagon Garage. Trump said on Twitter that
there was “no longer a Nuclear Threat from North Korea, there is a Nuke threat
from fleets of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and cost that cuts into Jimmy
Carters brain cancer Rx Latte at Starbucks instead of taking Rx meds and daily
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check up's for brain cancer coming back. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia — 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 White House aides showed a short film, which Mr. Trump had
commissioned and screened for Mr. Kim on an iPad during their meeting. With a
thumping soundtrack and images of the two leaders as benevolent peacemakers, the
video offered an inspirational view of a thriving North Korea, if only it would
forsake its nuclear weapons. “I think he loved it,” Mr. Trump said. North Korea,
he said, might choose not to invest in high-speed trains over Gravity Engine Cars
made in North Korea, grin. Trump has not talked to anyone about how to get the
Gravity Engine Started, Kim has talked to his wife about this a lot. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Korean food, but no burgers, on lunch menu. Mr. Trump and Mr.
Kim filed into a working lunch with their expanded entourages, and hamburgers
were not on the menu. Mr. Trump, you may remember, famously said early in his
campaign that he was willing to sit down with Mr. Kim and perhaps have a
hamburger with him. Instead, their first meal together at the Capella Hotel on
Sentosa Island in Singapore included beef short rib confit, Korean stuffed
cucumber and sweet and sour crispy pork with Yangzhou fried rice. According to
the menu released by the White House, dessert included a dark chocolate tartlet
ganache — perhaps in honor of Mr. Trump’s preference for chocolate cake. The
White House did not indicate whether it had been flown over from Mar-a-Lago.
When Mr. Trump hosted President Xi Jinping of China, he boasted about serving
“the most beautiful piece of chocolate cake that you’ve ever seen.” In deference to
Mr. Kim, there was also another Korean dish, Daegu jorim, described as soy
braised cod fish with radish and Asian vegetables. 

  
 
 
Texas Cattle are feed antibiotics at every meal, not Texas women. MD Chef. 
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6-12-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Formula One Rx Pink and for 'Diesel Bullets' built
and fired at Children world wide, Jews Need a Hero fast, Exodus Reviving
Supersonic Jets Will Damage the Climate the NY Times prints today. Censored
from the NY Times are 'Diesel Bullets' harming 1 billion children today, this is a
war crime by the Times! 
 
 
 
1 Billion People Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's! 

  
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Formula One Rx Pink Mr. Trump said at a news
conference that the United States would stop “the war games,” in what appeared
to be a concession to the North. Mr. Trump said the exercises were expensive,
costing millions of Pink Breast Cancer women torture like McCain and his Wounded
Warriors could care about a Rx Pink Cure as War is their Coors. Drunks on War
Games in Korea when everyone in the world knew how expensive they are they
never stopped like not stopping for a fiery wreck from 1980 to 2018. 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Formula One Security for Kim and Mary Trump
Clones in Queens today is not for Trump. “I think without Otto this would not have
happened,” Mr. Trump said. “Otto was someone who did not die in vain.” Mr.
Warmbier, a student at the University of Virginia, was arrested in North Korea in
2016. He was repatriated to the United States in a coma after 17 months in
detention and then died. Mary Trump was beaten and robbed then died months
later in Queens. In Queens today another Mary Trump will die in vain, Trumps
Mom Mary Trump did die in vain... and was just the first Mary of many, and
Trump censors out the Mary's beaten and robbed at the Miami, Cuba gas station
today. 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Florida Man Kills 4 Children and Himself, Ending 21-Hour Hostage
Standoff. A man fatally shot four children and then himself late Monday in
Orlando, Fla., capping a 21-hour standoff with police. A woman’s call about
domestic violence 5 dead. SWAT failed with a F. The episode began about 11:45
p.m. Sunday when Orlando police officers responded to a call at an apartment
complex just two miles north of Universal Studios Florida. A woman had contacted
officers from elsewhere, telling them that her boyfriend, Mr. Lindsey, had
battered her after an argument. 

  
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Mary Trump in North Korea... I condemn the
brutality of the North Korean regime as we mourn its latest victim,” said Mr.
Trump. Mary Trump was beaten robbed and died in Queens not North Korea. Mary
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was sucker punched in 2000 at a Miami gas station hold up out of spite for the
Pentagon Oil Company. 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Ivanka “Those who say it can not be done, should not
interrupt those doing it,” Ms. Trump posted Monday on Twitter hours before Mr.
Trump’s face-to-face meeting with Kim Jong-un in Singapore. 

  
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Ivanka waits for Trump to win $777 Trillion in oil revenues
at the Qatar Trump Casino Roulette Wheel's of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
RV's. 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Ivanka 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Ivanka 
 
 
 
Talks begin at 9 a.m. on Tuesday — 9 p.m. Eastern in about 3 hours from now. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; talks begin at 9 a.m. on Tuesday — 9 p.m.
Eastern in about 3 hour from now, and could even open the way to an official end
to the Korean War. And start the Starter for the Gravity Engine Car, via the
2018 Ford WindmillCAR's super conductive GE windmill turbines generators putting
out 12 Trillion amps. The most electricity ever generated in a GE electric
generator in history. Windfall for Jewish Exodus into the Universe via Star Wars
not War, grin. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Formula One race cars and their pit crews, at
the Marriott Singapore South Beach, where the White House press corps is
stationed. All know about the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Qatar in 2016 - state of the North Korean
economy spiked in 2016. From 2009 to 2013 official North Korean trade more than
tripled, from about $1 billion to over $3 billion (illegal trade is substantial, but
difficult to estimate). The country’s main exports are coal and textiles. Over 80%
of North Korean exports went to China in 2016 and 2017. Qatar was spending $3
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trillion on its Citizens Quality of Life importing Wine from France and Mercedes,
drivers, Yale and Harvard MD's everything $4 trillion can buy. Oh 40K Trump
Towers were built for free housings but all will burn from top to bottom from the
wrong siding installed by 2 White Men in NYC. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Qatar Prince + King has not ordered any iPhone
X smoke detectors for these 40K Trump towers. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; But for the better part of an hour, the two
men will square off one on one, alone but for a pair of translators. False News as
they both fired the translators, grin. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Kim's wife Ri was born around 1984 in
Chongjin, North Korea's third largest city, on the country's east coast. 4 years
after the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR Jimmy Carter sold to Qatar + Teddy Kennedy.
Kim and Ri have three children together. Kim's daughter Ju Ae. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; The summit is scheduled to take place at the
Capella Hotel on Singapore’s Sentosa Island, starting at 9 a.m. local time on June
12. The five-star Capella Hotel, a hot spot for celebrities including Madonna and
Lady Gaga. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; The summit IBM super computer talks are
underway right now in secret as Kim's wife Ri wants the Rx Recipe for the Pink
Latte at Starbucks. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; As with many structures in Singapore, the
Capella Hotel boasts a colonial exterior with modern interiors — and a fair amount
of historical cache. According to one legend, British army officers buried silver in
the lawn outside the hotel to hide it from Japanese forces. That silver may still be
buried under the hotel’s lawns, the Journal reports. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Korean War!! Comments mark a shift in tone
after decades of War Warriors animosity towards the Pink War on Breast Cancer
and outlawing the Diesel Bullets aimed at kids DNA. 
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Kim is going to Make North Korea richer than Qatar! With the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV's, First 'Rx Starbucks' to open in North Korea. 

  
 
 
Love super conductivities 12 volts are now 12 Trillion Jolts, Volts, Amps from a GE
windmill generator on your Ford, miracle cure, God is Great too. Electricity
Windfall when the electric bill was starting to look like a Comcast bill. Grin $$$.
Free electricity from your 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's more than you could
ever invent something that uses a lot of electricity, flat bottles melted in a
electric oven... aluminium cans melted by City Hall. Plastic bottles melted... Bill +
Melinda Gates get the electric... potty for all of Africa. Oh boil your water too in
your 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. Zap the mosquitoes too. 1,001 IP invention
projects in a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on a iMac at $13,384. 

  
 
 
Trump is gong to the Qatar Trump Casino after this Parade for the End of the
Korean War! 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Trump has never faced a Women with Breast
Cancer!! Mr. Trump has never been in a face-off with an adversary like this one, a
ruthless dictator who has imprisoned huge numbers of his citizens in brutal gulags
and summarily executed or assassinated challengers. Trump serves his Women Pink
Alcohol and shoots her kids with Diesel Bullets! Gets her fat on Trump Steaks
covered in Butter with Bacon that gives her a heart attack. Brutal Roman Caesar
beat and robbed Mary Trump Mom to busy playing War Games. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; One ultimatum after another after another
Stormy Porn Star. Is there a Doctor Wife in the White House, Hell no. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Wounded Warrior's have shown themselves
adherents of the “madman” theory of negotiation, expressing a willingness to take
extreme action to get what they want knowing the Pentagon Oil Company will buy
the Judge for their Wife's murder or DUI Road Kills. Cat women across the USA
are held in contempt!! By 2 White Men at City Hall USA. And given code fines of
tens of thousands of dollars for feeding the stray cat, Meow. Skin cancer went to
their brains but they can't see why Mecca is building trillions of SUV Umbrellas in
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Public Parks. They bombed the Yale Key West Medical School and Hospitals world
wide with immunity a cat would like to have. Texas Cattle are feed antibiotics at
every meal, not Texas women. Adherents of Fire Oppenheimer, we need next years
Model of Nukes! Fire and Fury of driving by fiery wrecks all these decades made
them real world Mad Men, 2 White Men will drive by a fiery wreck today and not
stop to help a women, drive a 2018 Ford WindmillCAR into Freedom Tower 3
opening today in NYC. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; focus instead on a peace treaty that would end
a 65-year-old Korean War. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Trump thinks Kim is a businessman,” said Jung
H. Pak, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, who oversaw North Korea
analysis for United States intelligence agencies until a year ago. “What he’s
forgetting is that Kim isn’t looking for wealth,” he said. “He has all the wealth in
the country. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; When the United States was discussing an
armistice to halt the 1950-53 Korean War, the chief North Korean delegate
embarrassed his American counterpart by showing up for talks in the American
ambassador’s car — which his invading troops had seized as they rampaged through
Seoul at the war’s start. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Showing up on the front page of the NY
Times... 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. Women Hero's in Pink had seized the
NY Times, 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for the Pink Latte are in the digital edition for
diagnosis from readers of our Times. North Korea’s longstanding ability to destroy
Seoul with conventional artillery. The editors at the Times did destroy the lives of
millions of Pink women collecting artillery shells from Shell Oil Company. Mr. Kim
has proved to his people that he is a force the Americans have to reckon with.
Women at the NY Times are still trying to get rid of the body of Kim Wall a temp
at the NY Times. Force of 'temps' is what the 2 White Men at the Times pray to
5 times a day. God is Great, Women Temps too! Soul-Mates for 4 Trillion years
censored! Trillion in Qatar Oil Company Bribes go to the heads of these editors not
trillions of Galaxies. 12 Trillion Galaxies Editorial and the 2 White Men Editors will
tell you what you can do with your soul-mate for 4 trillion years, grin! Trump Card
Today is 12 Trillion Galaxies! NASA is keeping the rest of the Universe secret...
ha! They have secret Swiss Bank Accounts to keep hidden, really! 
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6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; "Irish Women in Record-Breaking Skinny-Dip
for Cancer Charity" "Thousands shed their clothes on a beach south of Dublin,
braving the bracing water temperatures to raise funds for a children’s cancer
charity." Aoibheann’s Pink Tie, a charity set up in 2010 by Mick Rochford and
Jimmy Norman, after Mr. Norman’s daughter Aoibheann, 8, died of cancer. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; 
 
 
 
Trump arrived just after 8:20 p.m. local time at Paya Lebar Air Base in Singapore
aboard Air Force One, a few hours after Mr. Kim landed at Changi Airport on a
commercial 747 Air China plane. 
 
 
 
Arrived Jew Hero in her bikini driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's 1
billion of them landed WW. Arsenal of 1 billion 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's
not used by the Pentagon Oil Company on 9/11 to win the War's. Why, $777
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. 
 
 
 
Arrived Kim at the St. Regis Hotel sits on a busy commercial boulevard next to a
run-down strip mall with two money changers, a pet store and “Maids R Us,” a
hiring agency. Not Qatar. Singapore’s Formula One Racing Center, journalists
gathered in a building overlooking a racetrack to wait for the arrival of Mr. Kim
and Mr. Trump and the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's. 
 
 
 
Arrived 1,001 IP Invention Projects Summit IBM Super Computers, Kim to buy
several from IBM. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
Arrived Facilitate peace through food for 'thought' about 12 trillion Galaxies,
Gravity Engine Car instead of another USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub, Rx Pink Latte
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at Starbucks, Diet Latte too. iMac at $13,384 at every Cafe table in Paris with
Genius tutors. 
 
 
 
Arrived North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has arrived in Singapore for a scheduled
summit with US President Donald Trump. Kim will be talking about the IBM 'Summit
Super Computer' and 1,001 IP invention projects that come pre installed from 1
click Amazon spelling out inventions like going 400 times faster than the speed of
light in a Verizon Cell call to Alpha Centauri and starting the Gravity Engine. Rx
Pink Latte Recipe for Statbucks too. Trump will be at the Summit Casino Towers,
at the Roulette Wheel not the Wheel of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR called Exodus
into 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars and the end to the Korean War! Getting
psyched up for June 12. 
 
 
 
Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... June 12 

  
 
 
mmy Carter Nuclear Submarines a fleet of them with 40 H-Bombs on Each one. 

  
 
 
1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; iParking or iPlayground of iIP invention
projects spelled out so Trump wins the White House Spelling Bee in 2018. All the
kids in the USA too. Stop and smell the Rose with the Rx Recipe for a perfect
memory. Semantics Dispute Illuminates what needs to be Invented. iPhone X caller
ID gives away the names of Alcoholics Anonymous, NI... to save her life 19K times
in 2018 just in the USA. 

  
 
 
1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; 
 
 
 
1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; 
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Women Win a Stage 4 Miracle Godsend Rx Recipe Cure @ Grid locked Apple-
Starbucks at Trump Tower every Apple-Starbucks in NYC + Paris. Win 4 Wife's in
a Polygamous Legal Marriage too. To Write Hemingway Inventions in every Chapter,
Brainstorming Novels and 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 

  

 
 

 
 
 
 
1-1-2018 Greg is 70 *.* *.* Copyright Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041
cell 305 434 5276 

  
 
 
Moved this Web to the Kindle Link you can read all 400 pages there that were
Here, Thanks Greg 
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Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
 
 
 
 
WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018: The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret
Gravity Car (Gravity Car Engine) 
 
 
Kindle Edition by Greg Buell (Author) 
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078RQF7ND?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
  

inventor8484@gmail.com 
 
CELL phone 3054345276 

  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 
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https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018: The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret
Gravity Car (Gravity Car Engine) 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Mom who is 95 this year took 3 boys, Greg, Bob, Bill to
Radio City when we were all almost 10 years old. I can remember some of this
today. Today Mom would be watching the WindmillCAR and Gravity Engine
Performance at Radio City. 
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Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
 
 
 
 
Biography. 1,001 IP invention projects will give us "Star Wars Rx Latte" from Dr.
Lisa MD. When you walk into your London Starbucks. 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a
Year in 2018 starts with reading Greg WindCar's Amazon Book!! 
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 

  
 
 
 
 
Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... June 12 End to the Korean
War! 

  
 
 

 
 

 
Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... 

  


